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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1971, Szep [1] discussed the abstract Cauchy problem 
y' = I(t ,y) ,  on [0,T], (1.1) 
y(0) = x0 e E; 
here f : [0, T] x E --* E is weakly-weakly continuous and E is a reflexive Banach space. The 
nonreflexive case was examined by Cramer, Lakshmikantham and Mitchell [2] in 1978 and more 
recently by Sugajewski [3], Cichofi [4], Cichofi and gubiaczyk [5], Mitchell and Smith [6], and 
O'Regan [7-9]. Motivated by the paper of Cichofi [4], we will discuss in detail, in this paper, the 
problem (which was modelled off a first-order differential equation [4]) 
/0' y(t) = xo + f(s, y(s)) ds, on [0, T]; (1.2) 
here f : [0,7"] x E --* E and x0 e E with E a real Banach space. The integral in (1.2) is 
understood to be the Pettis integral. 
In Section 2, we present a general existence principle for (1.2). We will then illustrate the 
power of our existence principle by establishing a very general existence result for (1.2). This 
result is in the spirit of existence theory in the literature when E is finite dimensional. 
For the remainder of this section, we gather together some notation and preliminary facts. 
Let ~E be the bounded subsets of a Banach space E and let K w be the family of all weakly 
compact subsets of E. Also let BE be the closed unit ball of E. The De Blasi measure [10] of 
weak noncompactness i  the map w : ~E ~ [0, c~) defined by 
w(X) = inf {t > 0 : there exists Y e K ~ with X C Y + tBs} ; here X • i2E. 
Suppose F : Z C_ E --* E maps bounded sets into bounded sets. We call F an a w-contractive 
map if 0 <_ a < 1 and w(F(X)) < a w(X) for all bounded sets X C_ Z. We next state a theorem 
of Ambrosetti type (see [6,11,12] for a proof). 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let H C_ C([0, T], E) be bounded and equicontinuous. Then 
w(H)= sup w(H(t))=w(H[O,T]) ,  
te[O,T] 
where H(t) = {¢(t) : ¢ • H} and H[0,T] = Ute[0,T]{¢(t) :¢  • H}. 
Finally, we state a fixed point result (proved in [8]) which was motivated from ideas in [13]. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Q be a nonempty, bounded, convex, closed set in a Banach space E. Assume 
F : Q --* Q is weakly sequentially continuous and a w-contractive (here 0 < a < 1). Then F has 
at least one fixed point in Q. 
2. EX ISTENCE THEORY 
We begin this section by using Theorem 1.2 to establish two existence results for the operator 
equation 
x(t) = fx ( t ) ,  on [0,T]. (2.1) 
Solutions to (2.1) will be sought in C([0, T], E). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a Banach space with Q a nonempty, bounded, dosed, convex, equicon- 
tinuous subset of C([0, T], E). Suppose F : Q ~ Q is wk-sequentially continuous (i.e., for any 
sequence ( x ,  ) in Q with xn ( t ) ~ x( t ) in (E, w) for each t • [0, T], then F xn ( t ) --, F x( t ) in ( E , w) 
for each t • [0,T]) and assume there exists a, 0 <_ a < 1 with w(F(X) )  < aw(X)  for all subsets 
X C_ Q. Then (2.1) has a solution in Q. 
PROOF. Let (xn) be a sequence in Q. Recall [6,12] since Q is equicontinuous, then xn ~ x 
iff xn(t) --' x(t) in (E,w) for each t • [0,T]; here xn --~ x means xn converges weakly to 
x • C([0, T], E). Consequently, F : Q --* Q wk-sequentially continuous is equivalent to saying F : 
Q --, Q is weakly sequentially continuous. To see this, suppose F is wk-sequentially continuous 
and suppose (xn) be a sequence in Q with x ,  --~ x • C([0, T], E). Then xn(t) --, x(t) in (E, w) 
for each t • [0,T]. Now since F is wk-sequentially continuous, we have Fxn(t) --, Fx(t)  in (E, w) 
for each t • [0, T]. Thus Fx ,  --" Fx. The other way is similar. Our result now follows from 
Theorem 1.2. | 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a Banach space with Q a nonempty, bounded, closed, convex, equicon- 
tinuons subset of C([0, T], E). Suppose F : Q --* Q is wk-sequentially continuous and assume 
FQ(t) is weakly relatively compact in E/'or each t 6 [0, T] (2.2) 
holds. Then (2.1) has a solution in Q. 
PROOF. Now w(FQ(t))  = 0 for each t • [0,T] and so w(FQ) = 0 by Theorem 1.1, i.e., FQ is 
weakly relatively compact in C([0, T], E). The result now follows from Theorem 2.1. | 
We now discuss a special case of (2.1), namely, 
£ y(t) = xo + f(s,  y(s))ds, for t • [0, T]; (2.3) 
here x0 • E and E = (E, [.[) is a real Banach space. Assume for the remainder of this section 
that the following conditions hold: 
• for each t e [0,T], ft = f(t ,  .) is weakly sequentially continuous (i.e., for (2.4) 
each t • [0,T], for each weakly convergent sequence (x,) ,  the sequence 
f t (x , )  is weakly convergent), 
• for each continuous y : [0,T] --* E, f( . ,y(.)) is Pettis integrable on [0,T], (2.5) 
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• for any r > 0, there exists hr • LI[0, T] with [f(t,y)[ <_ hr(t) for a.e. (2.6) 
t • [0, T] and all y • E with [y[ _< r. 
Define the operator F by 
// Fx(t) = xo + f(s,  x(s)) ds. 
We claim 
(2.v) 
F :  C([0, T], E) --* C([0, T], E). 
To see this, let y • C([O, T], E). By (2.5), we know that F is well defined. To see that Fy • 
C([0, T], E), first notice that there exists r > 0 with ]Y[0 -- suP[0,T] [Y(t)[ <_ r. Now (2.6) implies 
that there exists hr • LI[0, T] with 
If(t,y(t))[ <_ hr(t), for a.e. t • [0, T]. 
Let t, x • [0, T] with t > x. Without loss of generality, assume Fy(t) - Fy(x) ~ O. Then there 
exists (consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem) ¢ • E* with I¢[ = 1 and [Fy(t) - Fy(x)[ = 
¢(Fy(t) - fy (x) ) .  Thus 
(// )// // Fy(t) - Fy(x)[ = ¢ f (s ,y(s))ds < [¢(f(s,y(s)))[ds <_ hr(s)ds, 
and so Fy • C([O,T],E). 
We now state and prove a general existence principle for the problem (2.3). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let E be a Banach space with Q a nonempty, bounded, closed, convex, equicon- 
tinuous subset of C([O,T],E). Suppose (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6)hold. Let F be defined as in (2.7) 
and assume F : Q --* Q with 
FQ(t) weakly relatively compact in E for each t • [0,T]. (2.8) 
Then (2.3) has a solution in Q. 
REMARK 2.1. Notice (2.8) can be replaced by any condition which guarantees that F is an 
a w-contraction (here 0 _< a < 1). 
REMARK 2.2. If E is reflexive, then (2.8) is automatically satisfied since a subset of a reflexive 
Banach space is weakly compact iff it is closed in the weak topology and bounded in the norm 
topology. (Now the result follows since F : Q ~ Q and Q is a bounded subset of C([0,T], E). 
Alternatively, we know that there exists an M > 0 with lY[0 -< M for each y E Q. Also (2.6) 
implies that there exists hM E LI[0,T] with [f(t,y(t))[ < hM(t) for a.e. t E [0,T] and all y E Q. 
Fix t E [0,T], y E Q, and without loss of generality, assume Fy(t) ~ O. Then there exists ¢ E E* 
with 1¢[ = 1 and [Fy(t)l = ¢(Fy(t)). Consequently, [Fy(t)[ = ¢(Fy(t)) <_ Jx0[ + f [  hM(S) ds.) 
PROOF. The result follows from Theorem 2.2 once we show F is wk-sequentially continuous. 
Let (xn) be a sequence in Q and let xn(t) -* x(t) in (E, w) for each t • [0, T]. Fix t • (0, T]. 
Now since f~ is weakly sequentially continuous (see (2.4)), the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence 
Theorem (see (2.6)) for the Pettis integral [14, Corollary 4] implies for each ¢ • E* that 
¢(Fxn(t)) ~ ¢(Fx(t)), 
i.e., Fx , ( t )  ~ Fx(t) in (E,w). We can do this for each t e [0,T] and so F : Q --* Q is 
wk-sequentially continuous. | 
To illustrate the generality of our existence principle, we now establish an existence theorem 
for (2.3). We only consider the case when E is reflexive; the more general case is left to the reader 
(and is straightforward). 
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Let E be a reflexive Banach space and suppose (2.4) and (2.5) hold. In addition, 
there exists a • LI[0, T] and ¢ : [0, or) --, ( 0, cx~) a nondecreasing con- 
tinuous function such that [f(s,u)[ ~_ a(s)~b([u[) for a.e. s • [O,t], and aH 
u•E 
and 
/0 T E ais) ds < ol ¢(x) 




Q = {y • C([O,T],E): lYit)l ~ bit ) for t • [0, r]  and 
ly(t) - y(s)[ _< [b(t) - b(s)l for t ,s  • [0,T]}, 
where 
( /0 ' )  b(t) = 1-1 a(S) ds and I (z)  = dx ol ¢(x)" 
Notice Q is a closed, convex, bounded, equicontinuous subset of C([O,T],E). Let F be defined 
as in (2.7) and notice (2.8) is satisfied by Remark 2.2. The result follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.3 once we show F maps Q to Q. To see this, take y • Q. Without loss of generality, 
assume Fy(s)  ~ 0 for all s • [0,T]. Then there exists Cs • E* with [¢s[ = 1 and CsiFYis)) = 
IFy(s)l. Consequently, for each fixed t • [0, T], we have 
since 
( /o '  ) /o 'IFy(t)l = Ct Zo + y(s,y(s)) ds <_ Ixol + ,~(s)~(ly(s)l) ds 
/o' /o' < Ix01 + a(s)¢(b(s))  ds = Ix01 + b'(s) ds = b(t), 
Ix b(s) dx ~o s 
ol ¢ -~)= a(x)dx .  
Next suppose t ,s  E [0,T] with t > s. Without loss of generality, assume Fy(t)  - Fy(s)  7t O. 
Then there exists ¢ • E* with [¢1 -- 1 and ¢(Fy(t )  - Fy(s))  = IFy(t) - Fy(s)l .  Consequently, 
(/: )/. '  [Fyit ) - Fyis) l  = ¢ f i x ,  Yix)) dx <_ aiz)42(lYix)l ) dx 
< a(x)d2(bix)) dx = b'(x) dx = bit ) - b(s). 
Thus, Fy  • Q and we are finished. | 
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